
COMM 251 – Bloxom, spring 2013 

Front Page Newspaper Design Project 

You are the section editor for a local community broadsheet, but the lead layout editor has fallen ill 
and you’ve been asked to handle the front page. Your newspaper is primarily geared towards the 
college-community audience (students, faculty, staff) of a medium-sized state university. You’ve been 
provided with a series of articles, photos and required page elements and it’s your job to build the 
page from scratch. 

 All of the text, photos and required page elements are in the ‘FPD Project’ folder located below this 
assignment.  As lead editor, you have the ability to choose which stories/photos to place on the front 
page, but all of the required page elements must be included. Your publisher has made it clear that 
they want to feature four articles on the front page. This assignment requires you to build a front 
page for a tall broadsheet newspaper, using the following dimensions when creating the 
document:        Width: 59P0        Height: 129P0         Columns: 6 

•  Using the text, photos, and required page elements, do three different and complete 
thumbnail sketches of possible page ideas in your design journal. Make your thumbnails 
roughly to scale.  Once you have an idea you like, create a dummy of the page - as accurately 
as possible - to use as a guide for your design project. 
 

•  Using InDesign, execute your chosen front page design for your Front Page Newspaper 
Design Project.  Through your project, demonstrate your understanding of best practices in 
newspaper design as instructed by Harrower & through class discussion. 
 

• Export as a .pdf - name the file FPnewsFirstinitialYOURLASTNAME.pdf.   Attach the file 
to the assignment folder on Blackboard.  

 DUE: Sunday, February 24, at 11:59 pm. 

Bring to class on Monday, Feb 25:  

• InDesign file for the project into class (on a jump drive or emailed to yourself). 
• Your design journal with Module 2 assignments completed to hand in.  
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REQUIRED	  PAGE	  ELEMENTS	  –	  FPD	  PROJECT	  
	  
These	  are	  required	  page	  elements	  that	  MUST	  be	  placed	  on	  the	  front	  page.	  	  Read	  each	  element’s	  
description	  carefully	  to	  ensure	  you	  meet	  your	  publisher’s	  demands.	  
	  
FLAG:	  	  Name	  of	  paper	  must	  appear	  in	  prominent,	  above	  the	  fold	  position.	  	  You	  may	  choose	  the	  font	  style	  
and	  size.	  	  You	  work	  for	  ‘The	  Franklin	  Daily.’	  	  	  Remember	  the	  dimensions,	  W=69,	  H=129,	  Columns=6.	  
	  
COST/WEB/DATE	  LINE:	  This	  information	  must	  be	  displayed	  near	  flag.	  	  Does	  not	  have	  to	  stretch	  across	  
page	  or	  be	  centered.	  
	  
75	  CENTS	   	   	   WWW.FRANKLINDAILY.COM	   	   	  	  MONDAY,	  FEBRUARY	  25,	  2013	  
	  
TEASER	  BOX:	  	  Publisher	  wants	  to	  see	  two	  stories	  teased.	  	  Can	  be	  anywhere	  on	  the	  page.	  
Teaser	  Story	  Info:	  	  

1. Local	  News	  story	  for	  page	  1B	  about	  potential	  cuts	  in	  highway	  funds.	  	  Title	  of	  article	  is	  “Franklin	  
Facing	  Pothole	  Problems.”	  Image	  available	  in	  ‘FPD	  Project’	  folder,	  labeled	  ‘TZPothole.jpg.’	  

2. Sports	  story	  for	  page	  2D	  about	  a	  local	  coach’s	  retirement.	  	  Title	  of	  article	  is	  “Farewell	  to	  a	  Local	  
Legend.”	  	  Image	  available	  in	  ‘FPD	  Project’	  folder,	  labeled	  ‘TZCoach.jpg.’	  

	  
INDEX	  INFORMATION:	  To	  allow	  readers	  more	  information	  on	  where	  stories	  can	  be	  found;	  your	  paper	  
includes	  the	  following	  information	  anywhere	  on	  the	  front	  page.	  	  You	  may	  list	  this	  information	  in	  any	  way	  
you	  choose.	  
	  
Classified	  	  6D	  
Comics	  	  	  	  	  	  	  2C	  
Editorials	  	  6A	  
Local	  News	  1B	  
Movies	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4C	  

Obituaries	  	  3B	  
Sports	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1D	  
Tech	  News	  	  1C	  
Television	  	  	  	  4C	  

	  
FEEDBACK	  SECTION:	  With	  you	  pinch-‐hitting	  on	  the	  front	  page,	  your	  publisher	  wants	  to	  drive	  web	  traffic	  
&	  reader	  feedback.	  	  You’ve	  been	  asked	  to	  place	  the	  following	  items	  on	  the	  page.	  	  First,	  a	  quick	  invite	  to	  the	  
website	  saying:	  	  	  “How	  do	  you	  like	  our	  new	  look?	  	  Let	  us	  know	  by	  visiting	  www.franklindaily.com”	  
Second,	  your	  publisher	  wrote	  an	  editorial	  about	  the	  changes	  and	  wants	  you	  to	  tease	  it.	  	  It’s	  called:	  “The	  
Daily,	  Bigger	  &	  Better”	  and	  will	  run	  on	  page	  6A.	  	  You	  can	  place	  this	  however	  you	  want.	  
	  
BARCODE:	  	  For	  use	  in	  scanning	  the	  paper	  upon	  purchase.	  	  Must	  be	  near	  bottom	  of	  page	  and	  shouldn’t	  
exceed	  a	  column	  in	  width.	  	  Barcode	  image	  can	  be	  found	  in	  ‘FPD	  Project’	  art	  folder,	  called	  ‘Barcode.jpg.’	  
	  
PLACING	  TEXT:	  	  Do	  not	  place	  spaces	  between	  paragraphs	  and	  most	  newspaper	  formats	  use	  indents	  at	  
the	  starts	  of	  each	  paragraph	  within	  an	  article.	  	  As	  noted	  in	  your	  textbook,	  a	  9-‐point	  indent	  is	  common.	  	  
(You	  can	  see	  these	  in	  the	  Type	  Toolbar	  that	  appears	  at	  the	  top	  of	  the	  screen	  when	  you	  are	  using	  the	  Type	  
tool.)	  	  For	  this	  paper,	  you	  will	  justify	  the	  text	  in	  each	  column.	  	  This	  forces	  the	  text	  to	  cover	  the	  entire	  
width	  of	  the	  leg.	  	  [For	  additional	  help:	  See	  the	  ‘TextHelp.pdf’	  file	  in	  our	  ‘FPD	  Project’	  folder.]	  
	  
BYLINES/CAPTIONS:	  	  Remember	  that	  pictures	  need	  captions	  and	  courtesies	  and	  that	  articles	  need	  
bylines.	  Your	  job	  as	  a	  designer	  is	  to	  showcase	  not	  only	  the	  material,	  but	  also	  the	  staff.	  Don’t	  forget	  ‘em.	  



COMM	  251
newspaper	  front	  page	  project	  rubric

Missing (0) Poor / You could do better (10) Satisfactory / You could still do bettter (15) Excellent / Wow (20)

Design Plan: 
Thumbnails & 
Dummy

Where are your 
thumbnail 
sketches and page 
dummy?  

You have a thumbnail sketch, maybe two, but are missing 
the page dummy.  Or else you skipped the creation of 
thumbnails completely, and went straight to the page 
dummy first.  Doing the thinking on paper completely 
really does save time in the long-run.

You have three  thumbnail sketches (sort of proportional) 
and a page dummy that lacks some details.  To get a 
"wow" - do more detailed sketches and choose the best of 
the bunch to execute a useful and detailed page dummy.

Beautiful work - you have three thumbnail sketches and a 
well-executedpage dummy.  You've definitely done the 
preliminary work that leads to excellence in newspaper 
design.

The Grid: 
Margins, 
Columns, 
Gutters

Where is evidence 
of your six-
column working 
grid?

This is sloppy.  You have margins & a grid, but either the 
columns are unequal or you're not working with the 
required six columns. The gutters are not uniform. 
Having a clean skeletal grid makes for a clean design.

You're working with a six-column grid and have adequate 
margins and gutters.

YES - You not only are working effectively with a six-
column grid, but are using the skeleton of the newspaper 
grid to do interesting design work.

Stories / Copy

You don't have 
four stories from 
the folder, as 
required by the 
assignment.

You have four stories ( missing bylines?)  laid out with 
inconsistent font styles & sizes and your layout has 
awkward spacing. 

You have four stories, with bylines, either laid out with 
inconsistent font styles & sizes or your layout has 
awkward spacing. 

You have four stories with bylines - the layout is pleasing 
and easy to read.

Photographs & 
Graphics

Your front page is 
a block of text - 
this could be a 
newspaper from 
the 1700s.

You have photographs and/or graphics, but there are 
problems with your cropping and with your layout.  You 
are also lacking captions. 

You have photographs and/or graphics, but there are 
problems with either your cropping or with your layout, 
but you do have captions. 

Excellent use of photographs and graphics.

Headlines & 
Decks

You're missing 
headlines for the 
stories.

You have headlines for all your stories, but they are poorly 
written and there are problems with typography, sizing or 
placement. 

You have headlines for all your stories, but they are either 
poorly written OR there are problems with typography, 
sizing or placement. 

Strong headlines - both with font styles, placement and 
sizes AND well-written and engaging.

Flag & 
Required 
Elements

Where's the name 
of the paper, with 
date and location 
and cost?

You have a flag and most of the elements (date, location, 
cost), but are missing at least one.

You have a flag and the required elements, but your 
design isn't a "wow." 

Creative flag - solid design and you have all the required 
elements. 

Teasers
Where are the 
teasers?

You've teased one of the two stories. 
You've teased both of the required stories, but your design 
may not entice anyone to look inside for stories. 

Interesting and well-designed teasers.

Index, 
Feedback 
Section & 
Barcode

Where are the 
index, the 
feedback section 
and the barcode?

You're missing either the index, the feedback section, or a 
barcode - all are required elements. 

You've got an index, a feedback section, and a barcode, as 
required, but your design isn't a "wow." 

Well-designed index, feedback section, and barcode.

Neatness & 
Attention to 
Detail

Sloppy & 
unprofessional.

There are some errors or issues with neatness and 
attention to detail

This is mostly neat and free of errors (but not entirely).
YES! - This is a wow in terms of neatness and attention to 
detail.

Creativity / 
Originality

Your design is 
functional, but 
won't inspire 
anyone to give it 
a second look. 

Your design is functional, but won't win any creativity 
design awards. 

You're clearly working toward an original and creative 
design. 

Wow - you could be a newspaper designer for The 
Virginian-Pilot.
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